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2800 Joppa Avenue South · St. Louis Park, MN 55416 
Telephone [952] 920-6630 · Fax [952] 922-7844 · office@torahacademymn.org

A partner agency with the Minneapolis Jewish Federation

Thank you for supporting 
Torah Academy!

Important Upcoming Dates & Times...
Thursday, March 14: Mishmar
Friday, March 15: Classes end at 1:30 pm NO BUS
                             Enrichment classes until 2:15 pm
Sunday, March 17: Father-Son Learning
                               Sunday morning program 8:45 am-12:15 pm
Wednesday, March 20: Fast of Esther, Mincha time TBA
                                      NO AFTERCARE
                                      2:30 pm dismissal K-8, NO BUS
Thursday, March 21: PURIM! No School
Friday, March 22: Late start at 9:00 am, Shushan Purim Carnival

The Hachnosas Sefer Torah procession 
coming down 28th Street

on Monday morning, March 11
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Rabbi Idstein, Menahel

A Torah Thought from Rabbi Idstein...

Mr. Cleary’s Corner

Mr. Cleary, General Studies Principal

As we begin Vayikra, the third of the five books of 
the Torah, we are introduced to the numerous different 
sacrifices that were offered in the Temple. A particular 
sacrifice was called an Olah, literally meaning elevation. 
This offering was distinguished by being brought upon the 
fire of the altar and consumed completely. No part was used 
for human consumption. The posuk states that the crop and 
feathers were removed prior to presentation upon the altar. 
The Chofetz Chaim questions, why was the crop, of all the 
internal parts of the bird, disqualified for sacrifice?

The Chofetz Chaim explains that the bird, free 
flying, feeds and nurtures itself from all that it desires and 
chooses. It enters the fields of land owners and eats to 
its heart’s content, taking that which belongs to another. 
Hence, those organs involved are deemed not worthy. In 
contrast, the internal organs of a domesticated animal are 
entirely brought upon the altar, for it draws its sustenance 
exclusively, in a permitted way, from the trough of the 
owner. 

What a beautiful and inspiring lesson we are taught. 
Though the bird acts instinctively, lacking the intelligence 

and understanding that it is taking from another, 
nevertheless, its crop, the seat of its plunder, is disqualified 
for sacrificial service. How much more so are we, 
empowered with reason, intellect, and sensitivity, required 
to be ever so scrupulous in our ethical and financial conduct 
and behavior! Each of us is an altar of HaShem, empowered 
from Above, as the reflectors of the Divine to sanctify our 
lives in His image. There is no greater harm than the harm 
which we perpetuate upon ourselves. Dovid HaMelech 
in Tehillim 24 writes, “Who may ascend the mountain of 
HaShem, and who may stand in the place of His sanctity? 
One with clean hands and pure heart.”

It is with this Torah sensitivity that I reflect on the 
tremendous Hachnosas Sefer Torah that took place this 
past week. Throngs of people filled the streets in sheer 
ecstasy welcoming the new Torah to our community. It is 
our pining and yearning for the hallowed lifestyle that the 
Torah mandates that brings about such sheer and utter joy. 
How apropos it is that this delight preceded Purim, the day 
on which the Jewish People reaffirmed their dedication to 
the Torah! 

Have a wonderful Shabbos!

The 74th Torah Academy Banquet was a success!  I was fortunate 
enough to present our longtime teacher, Ms. Susan Haase, with a 
plaque honoring her time at Torah Academy.  Preparing for my speech 
really affected me, and I wanted to share how.  Ultimately, I decided 
to focus my speech on two parts—adjectives and impact.  That got me 
thinking about adjectives for myself and others and the impact that any 
individual can have on a situation.

As I spoke with various teachers about Ms. Haase, they used many 
similar adjectives to describe her: joyful, passionate, infectious laugh. 
This made me wonder what words would be used to describe me?  We 
can all reflect about the words people would use to describe us.  How 
can we improve the way people might describe us?  

The impact we can have on an organization, family, or even a 
person is tremendous, and we may not give enough credence to our 
own influence.  I know the influence I have on curriculum, but parents 
tell me about a word I may have said to their child in the hallway or 
something else I may have done that I didn’t give any thought to, but 
clearly had an impact on that child.  Every day, we impact people and 

we may not even know it.  We don’t know the storms people may be going through and the shelter we may provide by 
simply asking a question, offering a smile, sharing a funny story, or being a good listener.

Ms. Haase has impacted so many of us, as have so many other teachers in this school.  My speech made me reflect and 
I hope I can use that daily to improve the adjectives used about me and the impact I have on the people I encounter.  Thank 
you Ms. Haase!



Davening at  8:45 am,  

followed by  

breakfast and the  

Shiur at approx.  

9:45 am  

  until 10:45 

TIME 

PLEASE  
NOTE 

Regular  classes will continue after the 
program! Pickup will be at 12:15 pm 

For Boys Grades 4 through 8 

Pre-Purim  
Sunday Morning  

Father & Son  
Learning Program! 
Join your son for davening, breakfast,  

and a Purim Related Shiur 

given by his rebbe!  

DATE 10 Adar II; March 17th, 2019 

@ Torah Academy 
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We get emails....

You can sponsor Rosh Chodesh treats for the month of Nisan 
in honor of a simcha or 

in memory of a loved one for a 
sponsorship fee of $36.

 Contact the Torah Academy Parents Connection Group
 at parentsoftamn@gmail.com.

Now for 
teachers, too!

Purim is next week!
Have you bought your Od Yosef Chai raffle tickets?

Our students have raised $5833 to date!

More Volunteers Needed!
Friday, March 22, Shushan Purim

PK-8 Purim Carnival 9:40-11:40 am & 11:45-1:00 pm
Torah Tots Purim Carnival 9:15-11:00 am

Contact office@torahacademymn.org or call 952-285-8603

Thank you Rabbi Prero for all the efforts involved in organizing and bringing the 6th grade boys to 
Cleveland for the Siyum Mishnayos.

The trip was a spiritually uplifting and delightful experience for our son !!!
May you go from strength to strength in contributing towards the growth of our children in Torah 

and Mitzvos!
Thank you as well to Mr. Solomon for assisting Rabbi Prero and the boys throughout this journey.
Dr. & Mrs. Simcha & Sarah Flinkenstein

Last chance!
The 8th Grade

 is selling 
Mishloach Manos!

 
Use the order form 
in this newsletter! Mr. John P. Mikkelsen spoke to the Middle 

School boys about his career as an inventor.



Purim Carnival
Friday, March 22

during school
Minyan for 5th-8th grade boys at 9:00 a.m.

Davening for all other classes is also at 9:00 a.m.

Wear your regular school uniform!
Prices: $8 for 1st grade and up
$5 for Pre-K & Kindergarten

$30 Family maximum
Send in money in an envelope with your name on it 

to your morah or rebbe by Monday morning, March 18

Unlimited Carnival Booths
Inflatable Obstacle Course

Cotton Candy
Balloon artist
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NOTE: The Torah Tot classes will be having 
their own SEPARATE carnival!

 CHOC. CHIPS IN MARSHMALLOW FLUFF  FACE PAINTING 
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Classroom Close-up
Miss Talon Waring~Middle School Mathematics

Section A Class:
Middle school math is so incredibly fun! We are getting to dip our toes into algebra, learning new strategies 

to solve problems. It has been a great year so far!
At the beginning of the year, we had a lot of fun solving some unique math warm-ups. The warm-ups were a 

great way to get us thinking about math again in an exciting way. Our first unit was all about adding, subtracting, 
multiplying, and dividing rational numbers. Although this unit was a bit of a challenge, students persevered and 
did an awesome job of pushing through. Next, we started working on exponents and scientific notation. It did 
not take long to master these skills! After that, we became experts on proportional relationships. We worked 
with input/output tables and then graphed the information. We don’t worry when it comes to shopping anymore 
either because we are excellent at finding sales tax, discounts, tips, simple interest, and compound interest! 
Recently we have started working on equations and inequalities. We had a lot of fun going around the room, 
interpreting different word expressions into algebraic expressions. After we were able to write expressions, we 
started solving algebraic expressions. This takes some practice, but everyone is doing awesome and working so 
hard! I can’t wait to start inequalities!

Moving forward, I am looking forward to teaching geometry to everyone. We will work with different 
geometric shapes and work with tools, such as a protractor! We will finish our year working on some statistics 
and probability. I have seen great things already, and I can’t wait to see what the rest of this year will bring!

Section B Class:
The blended math course is new to the school this year, and it has been so exciting to learn this program 

along with the students! Everyone has been so patient, and students have had grit working through the 
difficulties of doing something new. It has paid off; students are making so much progress and working through 
content faster than I could have hoped for. They come in each day ready to work hard and get as much done as 
they can. I have been so impressed by their drive and focus!

Input/output relationships, linear functions, patterns in bivariate data, linear equations, and representing 
linear systems graphically are some of the topics that students have worked so hard to understand. I have seen 
student notes improving, and students are asking excellent questions. With students supporting one another, they 
are continually explaining concepts to each other. The “math talk” in my room is awesome! 

Moving on, students will get to work on algebraic approaches to linear systems, transformations, congruence 
and similarity, working with exponents, the Pythagorean Theorem, and volume. I am positive they will take on 
every unit, ready to learn something new, as they have all year! I am so excited to see what other benefits the 
blended math course will bring to us! 

It has been a great year in middle school mathematics so far, and I can’t wait for the rest of the year!

GO Update
The theme for Adar Beis was    —The 

salvation of Hashem can come in the blink of an eye/ “Minute 
Maid”

The 5th - 8th grade girls were treated to a bagels and eggs 
breakfast and of course... Minute Maid OJ! Special thanks to 
Mr. Felman for your time and effort in preparing this. Both the 
older and younger divisions of G.O. enjoyed some “Minute 
to win it” games. See picture at right. A fun time was had but 
the time passed so fast, it felt like our activity was over “in the 
blink of an eye!”
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continued on page 9

The View from The Classroom
Torah Tot Two Year Olds
“Who did we meet walking down Shushan St.? 

Achashverosh the king, Haman Boooo, Mordechai, Esther, 
and Vashti too”!!! We have completed to Purim story and 
we can’t wait for you to see our puppets!!! We are cuties, 
kn”h!!

Can’t wait to see everyone in their Purim costumes on 
Purim!!!

Mrs. B. Weinberg & Mrs. Rotkin 
Torah Tot Three Year Olds
Decorating a tzedakah picture for letter  was a good 

lead in to learning about the four mitzvos of Purim. We are 
becoming mini-experts concerning the Purim story, and 
we love singing our silly songs. We were proud to send 
our puppets and their wall hanging home, and now, we are 
working on finishing our Purim people and beginning some 
costumes. Crazy socks day and silly hair/yarmulke/hat day 
are really getting us into that Purim mood. See you in your 
p.j.s on Tuesday! We wish all of you and yours a Freilichin 
Purim!

Mrs. Fishman, Mrs. Lynn, & Mrs. Chodos
The letter  fit perfectly into our  spirit! 
Purim is bubbling with excitement. Ask us to talk 

Tarshish, just like Bigsan and Seresh!
We all performed a big mitzvah this week before Purim 

by emptying our tzedaka box and bringing the money to 
Rabbi Idstein. We were so proud! Thank you parents for 
sending in tzedaka!

Parsha time with Mrs. Heisler never stops! She can 
even bring korbanos down to Torah Tots-level! 

The letter R was for a beautiful rainbow.
Have a great Shabbos,
Mrs. Goldberger, Mrs. Heisler, & Miss B. Weinberg
Pre-Kindergarten
Our megillos are finished! Our groggers are made! 

Our Mishloach Manos baskets are ready! We are looking 
forward to baking Hamantashen next week with Mrs. Perez! 
Wow! Purim is almost here!

The Hachnosas Sefer Torah was our highlight this 
week! With that in mind, we started learning the third sefer 
of the Torah—Sefer Vayikra. We know that the first parsha 
is called Vayikra. We even know the first word of Parshas 
Vayikra—Vayikra!

Ask a Pre-K student why the word Vayikra is written 
with a small ! Have a wonderful Shabbos!

Mrs. Heisler & Miss Weiswasser
Pre-K used our friendship theme to explore numbers 

this week. We rolled dice and found the corresponding 
numeral, as well as looked at different ways to break up the 
number 5 (1+4, 2+3, 5+0).

Mrs. Wenner 
Hands-on learning in Kindergarten

Kindergarten
Our megillos are complete—now it’s time to roll ’em 

up! Our “ groggers” are ready to make noise when they 
hear the name !

All the nekudos have been reviewed; now it’s time to 
“mix them up”! Careful!

Parshas Vayikra…. “Why would a person bring a ? 
What can he bring?”

The Hachnosas Sefer Torah! Our new Torah came to 
live at Torah Academy!

Mrs. C.R. Weinberg & Mrs. Borenstein
Kindergarten took home their “cuppets” and were able 

to tell their families the whole story of Purim with these 
special puppets. We love to sing Purim songs and act out 
the Purim story.

Mrs. Smith & Mrs. Bodner
Flat Me is making his/her way back to Torah Academy! 

We are loving reading the stories and seeing the pictures 
of the adventures our flat selves have taken this past 
month. Kindergarten has also spent the week working on 
identifying vowels and consonants while working in their 
Superkids workbooks. In math, we are studying position 
words and reviewing 2D and 3D shapes. Thank you to our 
Dr. Suess guest readers for spending some time reading a 
favorite Dr. Suess book to us!

Ms. Haase, Ms. Kittleson, Miss H. Weinberg, & Miss 
H. Prero

First Grade
PURIM is in the air in Kitah Alef! We began learning 

about the halachos of Purim and then moved on the 
megillah! The students love every minute of learning about 
the story! We were so lucky to start off the week with the 
Hachnosas Sefer Torah! What a special event to be part of! 

Have a wonderful Shabbos and Happy Purim!!
Mrs. Herron & Miss E.M. Heisler



 

A Shabbos dedicated to learning and spending Shabbos 
with Rebbeim and classmates. 

Learning Sessions 
 After Kabalos Shabbos (30 minutes) 

 Before Shacharis (30 minutes) 

 After Davening (30 minutes) 

 Shabbos afternoon (45 
minutes) 

 Before Mincha (45 minutes) 

 Shalosh Seudos (15 minutes) 

ד“בס  

Sponsorships 

Two Options-Pick one or both. 

Option 1. Sponsor a learning session in memory or in honor of an individual 
(these can be announced before learning sessions, by request) 

15 minute session—$25; 30 minute session—$40; 45 minute session—$54 

Option 2. Sponsor 15 minute increments for your favorite 8th grader(s)  

Option 1. 

Sponsor Name________________________  Student’s name__________________________ 

Sponsor learning session(s)_____________________________________ Total$___________ 

In memory/honor of___________________________________________________________ 

Option 2. 

Sponsor per 15 min. increment: $___________/15 min. increment.       Total$_______ 

A project of the eighth grade fundraising 

Scheduled for 
  שבת פרשת שמיני 

March 30th 
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continued on page 10

Rabbi Idstein’s Inspirational Morning Quotes! 
• Everyone has bad days – the key is not to have two in a row!
• Friendship is not just a word – it’s a promise!
• Believe you can and you are ½ way there!
• People with goals succeed, because they know where they are going!

This week, in Superkids the first graders worked on 
reading and spelling contractions and long vowel trickers. 
In math, they worked on skip counting by twos and fives 
and on problem solving. We are finishing up the unit on 
geography in social studies.

Mrs. Singer & Ms. Kittleson
Second Grade
We practiced, practiced, and then practiced some more! 

We are looking forward to our Purim play next Tuesday. 
See you at 2:00 p.m. in the Gym IY”H!

Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum & Mrs. C.R.Weinberg
The second graders are really shteiging! We learnt that 

when there is a “Tzeirei” at the end of a word, it connects to 
the next word, and means “the _______ of...”. For example 
“Bnei” means “The children of...”. They are really picking 
up a lot! Keep up the good work! Have a good Shabbos!

Rabbi Lichtman & Rabbi Pam
This week, in Superkids the second graders worked 

on past tense verbs, alliteration, sequence of events, and 
finding the main idea of a paragraph. In Super Magazine, 
we read articles about caves, the White House, and how 
pearls are formed. In math, we practiced finding ordered 
pairs on a grid (Battleship!) and finding patterns to solve 
problems.

Mrs. Singer
Third Grade
What an amazing week. The Hachnosas Sefer Torah 

really started the week off with a bang. The girls were so 
proud of the entire event. We came back to class, had a 
little dancing of our own, and discussed what is so special 
about a sefer Torah. The girls made such a kiddush HaShem 
walking and behaving so properly during the Hachnosas 
Sefer Torah.

Have a wonderful Shabbos and, remember, it’s Parshas 
Zachor!

Mrs. Prero
Wow! What a beautiful celebration of the Torah on 

Monday! I was very excited to dance with the third graders 
as we celebrates the simcha of our most precious thing in 
the whole world—the Torah! Additionally, we spent some 
time in class discussing the Hachnosas Sefer Torah.

Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
The third graders worked on finding the main idea in 

a passage this week. We learned 10 new vocabulary words 
as we read about the Liberty Bell. Our weekly writing 

7th and 8th grade girls learning how astronomers 
use parallax to find the distance of stars. 

assignment asked each student to design a sock that would 
reflect something about the student who designed it!

Mrs. Halek
Fourth Grade
With Purim just a few days away, we’ve been busy 

learning all about this exciting Yom Tov, in addition to all 
the other learning that’s going on! 

Mrs. Idstein
This week we completed 200/300 vocabulary  in 

Sefer Bereshis.
We have daily reviews, with a focus on the more 

difficult words. This week we read    and we see 
how Yoav, Dovid Hamelech’s general, got confused with 
, male, and , memory. What were the consequences of 
that mistake? Ask our 4th graders!

Rabbi Waxman
We had another great week! The girls had a new 

spelling list that doubled as vocabulary words and started 
a new class novel. We learned about irregular verbs in 
grammar, and have one lesson left in our grammar unit 
about verbs. They are working hard on their “newscasts” 
to present on the Civil War and the changes that occurred 
during that time.

Ms. Blair
In 4th grade this week, the boys continued working 
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continued on page 12

on division. We have really worked hard on subtraction 
and regrouping as two strategies we can use when we get 
stuck. We are now starting work on the standard algorithm 
for division. In science, we are going over weathering and 
erosion. How it changes earth’s surface and moves rocks 
around is so amazing! We are looking forward to learning 
about the water cycle as well!

Ms. Waring
The girls continued building their understanding 

of fractions by looking at how to find common factors, 
expressing fractions in simplest terms, and comparing them.

Mrs. Wenner
This week we learned about making inferences while 

reading. We had some great items in our mystery brown 
bags. One question to ask your child is: What was in Mrs. 
Hechtman’s brown bag?

Mrs. Hechtman
Fifth Grade
“Don’t add fuel to the fire”- what lesson did Gideon 

teach us? 
We are up to Makkas Shechin- learning how Hashem 

runs the world on daily basis. What two miracles took place 
during this Makka?

Have a great Shabbos!
Mrs. Lichtman
What a geshmaka way to start our week! All dancing 

b’achdus by the Hachnosas Sefer Torah!
Ask your son why we sang “uray vonim levuh-

nehchuh” in class this week!
Rabbi Mandelbaum
Sixth Grade
Like an egg? Like an olive? What is the significance of 

the terms “kibeitza” and “kizayis”? Why can one add crysta 
light to water on Shabbos, doesn’t that dye the water?! 
Ask us! Roshei Teivos in English?!! What does MIA 
stand for? Who was MIA and why? The “Know It In Your 
Sleep” program has begun....keep on earning those z’s for 
outstanding work!

Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
Welcome back to the sixth graders! After an uplifting 

weekend in Cleveland at the Siyum Mishnayos, and the 
beautiful Hachnasas Sefer Torah, the boys jumped right 
back into learning! We learnt the difference between 
when the Eidim testify about the action and when they tell 
about the Gmar Din. The Chiddush of Rava has changed! 
In Chumash, we are aiming toward completing Parshas 
Beshalach before Purim! BE”H we will do it!

Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Rabbi Lichtman
The 6th Grade Boys worked so hard on their scale 

drawing projects. Now they are busy studying for the 
upcoming proportions, measurement conversion, scale 
drawing, and circle test. By the way they are looking 
forward to Pi Day on 3/14!

The 6th grade girls are studying for an upcoming math 
test on proportions, scale drawings, and measurement 
conversion. They are also looking forward to some fun and 
treats on Pi Day (3.14). After that we will start a whole unit 
on Pi (not Pie)!!

Dr. Thorne
The boys and girls finished their fantasy stories this 

week, and they look amazing! I am very proud of how hard 
they worked and the creativity that went into making these 
stories. Great job boys and girls!

Ms. Blair
The boys will be building on their knowledge of 

Newton’s Laws of motion by engineering both a car, and a 
safe passenger seat.

This week the girls learned about how to graph and 
calculate speed.

Mrs. Wenner
Seventh Grade
The girls who signed up for our Purim “Mem”bership 

are doing so well! Some have even exceeded their own 
expectations.

Wishing you all a good Shabbos and Happy Purim!
Mrs. Engelson
What do “brows” have to do with chometz?! Need 

the zman for biur chometz or sof zman achilas chometz 
in Minneapolis? We are prepared well in advance! Keep 
earning those matzah tickets!

Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
Eighth Grade
Do you know that a person doesn’t only have to 

remember to keep the Torah and mitzvos every day, but he 
also has to remember the EVENT at which we received the 
Torah and mitzvos! Why is it so important to remember the 
event? Ask an 8th grade girl!

Mrs. Idstein

6th grade boys showing off their scale drawing 
projects.
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In Gemorah, we started the next mishna, which 

discusses the actual laws of the arei miklat. I am looking 
forward to having the fathers join us on Sunday, as we learn 
through a “sugya” dealing with Purim.

Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
MS Geography & History
7th grade American History students completed their 

unit on new immigrants to America in the late 1800’s with a 
Culture Fair this week. It was fun to see their presentations 
and hard work. Next we are moving onto the Progressive 
Era to explore social reform in America.

8th grade Global Studies completed their unit on India 
with map building skills. They created realistic and detailed 
maps of India just like a map builder would. Next we will 
explore China through landscape activities and primary and 
secondary source readings. 

Mrs. Amundson
MS Language Arts
This week seventh grade began working on their 

informative essays about a family tradition or family 
member. Thank you for helping with the interview 
questions. Eighth grade continues to read their novels and 
discuss with their literature groups. The quarter wrapped up 

this Friday, so watch for details for our final independent 
book report project next week. 

Mrs. Hechtman
MS Mathematics
In the section A class this week, we started solving 

one-step and two-step equations. There are many steps, 
but students are taking their time and really getting it with 
practice! In the Blended Learning class, most students are 
working on representing linear systems graphically by 
using knowledge from past units to find the solution for two 
linear systems. It is so fun to see them use their background 
knowledge to solve problems for this unit. I can see their 
“ah ha” moments, and it is so awesome!

Ms. Waring
MS Science
This week in science we finished our unit on deep 

space- we did a lab that shows how astronomers use 
parallax to find the distance of stars and used balloons 
to help us visualize the way in which the universe is 
expanding. Many students are ‘looking forward’ to their 
interactive unit test, which will take them on an adventure 
through space!

Have a good Shabbos!
Mrs. Lang

More then half of the school has attained their goal and as a school 

we have earned more than 147,235 points. Many students have 
earned extra credit points. This coming Monday is the 3/4 mark in 
Yedios Keloliyos, earn 3/4 of your individual goal and receive an 

incentive.
Hint of the week

If your child has not attained their goal as of yet, sit down with your 
child and map out which Yedios they will need to pass in order for 
them to attain their goal. If they are having difficulties with figuring 
out what they should be tested on call their Rebbi, Morah or Rabbi 
Prero.
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Costumes for Ruach Day – 
Bubble Gum Machines, Mr. Popper’s Penguins, Snap – Crackle & Pop, Lollipop Girls, Popping out of Winter 
Clothes, Vashti with Popping Pimples, Poppy Seed Bagels, Lollipops, Pop-Can Collectors, Popped balloons, 
Jack in the Box, Different Flavors of Pop – Dr. Pepper; Sprite; Fanta; Cherry 7-Up;Mountain Dew; 7-Up; Diet 

Mountain Dew; Coke, Pepsi; Diet-Coke; Bubble-Wrap, “Paup”er, Pop-a, Grand-Pops of all sizes, Pop-Up Gorilla, 
Pop-Up Panda, Spiderman, Baseball Players that hit “pop” flies, Mr. “Pop”ular, Ring Pops, The most “Pop”ular 

Class, BYTC Girls – Popping-out of TA, Papa Bear, Students with Popped Ear Drums, Corn Pops, Popping into 
the Olden Days, Popcorn, Queen of Pops, Mummies, Princes on Purim, Popping Snakes, Rav “Pop”pa, Pop-

O-Matic Trouble Game, Twin Pops, Popped out of school, Popsicles (even with jokes), Bubbles, Purim on Pluto 
Aliens, Mordechais, Esthers, and loads of other costumes not all related to the theme but in the spirit of the day! 

Of course, we apologize if we mistakenly left any costumes off the list!



Community Events Supplement

Outside Programs not sponsored by Torah Academy

Lo

GET A

L IFE
SUNDAY, MARCH 24

6:45 PM
TORAH ACADEMY

2800 JOPPA AVE S

Do you ever wonder about
quality of life versus the value of life,
how to best honor the deceased
and what happens after we die?
You will come away from this talk by the
National Association of Chevra Kadisha with
greater depth of understanding for yourself
on these critical issues as well as clarity
to share with others.

Afterlif
e

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT GITI  FREDMAN
952 .4 84 .5 191   |  GITIFREDMAN@AISH.COM

WITH RABBI ELCHONON ZOHN
Director Of The Chevra Kadisha

Of The Vaad Harabonim Of Queens
Founder And President Of NASCK
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Torah Academy Matzah Orders 5779 – 2019
To order Matzah for Pesach 5779, please complete the form below 

and return it to the Torah Academy Store. 

Matzah orders must be received by March 25.
Please return the form to:

Torah Academy Store
2800 Joppa Ave. S., St. Louis Park, MN 55416

Please do NOT submit payment with order. 
Payment will be collected when you pick up your Matzah.

Orders can be faxed to [952] 922-7844

Orders due
Monday, 
March 25!

Note: There are 
approximately 7-8 hand 
matzahs in a box. We 
can’t guarantee that all 
matzahs or any matzahs 
will be whole in a given 
box.Name_____________________________  

Address___________________________________________  
City, State, Zip_______________________________________  
Phone_____________________________
Please do NOT submit payment with order. Payment will be collected when you pick up your Matzah.

Matzah orders must be received by Monday, March 25
Have a Happy and Kosher Pesach

                                                        Price Quantity
SHOTZER 1 pound                               $29.50
Hand Shmura Matzah                             
SHOTZER 1 pound                               $29.50
Whole Wheat Hand Shmura Matzah      
cRc Chicago 1 pound
Hand Shmura Matzah                             $16.00

All below are GLICKS products:
Machine Shmura  Matzah 1 pound          $12.55
Machine Shmura  Matzah Meal 1 lb.       $11.25
Machine Shmura  Cake Meal 1 lb.           $11.25
Machine (18 min.) Matzah 1 lb.                $9.50 
not Shmura
Machine (18 min.) Matzah Meal 1 lb.        $9.50
not Shmura
Machine (18 min.) Cake Meal 1 lb.            $9.50
not Shmura

NOTE: Some product available from previous year at a 
saving--check in the bookstore if you are interested.
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Student Comments about 
the 

Hachnosas Sefer Torah
4G•It was inspiring because it was very nice.•I was happy 

because it was cool.•I felt so good! It was exciting! It was fun! I felt so 
lucky to be there!•It made me feel very special. Not every Jewish child gets to see a 

Hachnosas Sefer Torah.•I felt happy because we got a new Sefer Torah!•I was very happy and 
excited!•I felt overwhelmed, special, and holy!•It was uplifting and special!•I felt happy because it is a happy 

occasion when we get a new Torah.•I felt happy and excited!•3G•Ahuva M.: I liked the singing. I felt excited.•Liba: 
I like watching the dancing in the street; I felt excited.•Esti: It made me feel so happy and excited.•Carmit: I liked the dancing 

in the street, and I felt excited about a new Sefer Torah.•Sophia Malka: Everybody was dancing, and my father and I were dancing, and 
I felt happy!•Chana: I felt really happy, and I like that we learned more about the Sefer Torah.•Tova: My favorite part was seeing the truck with the 

red crown on it and the people singing. I felt happy and excited!•Shaindy: My favorite part was the truck and watching the tottys and everyone dance 
with the Sefer Torah. I felt happy!•Ruchama: My favorite part was the singing and dancing and it made me feel excited.•Miriam: I enjoyed seeing the 

Sefer Torah and that there were a lot of people there. It made me feel happy!•Shaked: My favorite part was walking the Torah to the school. It made me 
feel happy.•Chaya’la: My favorite part was the singing and walking in the street. It made me feel excited.•Itta Bracha: Seeing my mother and father and 

Rikki and listening to the music. It made me feel happy!•Morah Prero: My favorite part was the joy and love shown for the Sefer Torah. I felt proud to 
be part of such a wonderful school and community.•8G•I felt special, holy, and unique.•I felt happy and excited.•I thought it was really special seeing 
all the men dance with such excitement. Even if they didn’t know Rabbi Borenstein z”l, they were dancing for the Torah!•I felt happy and excited!•I felt 

close to HaShem, because even though I was just holding a sign, I felt part of the whole thing!•I think the Hachnosas Sefer Torah was such a wonderful 
event. We got together as a Jewish community and celebrated the new beautiful Torah!•It was so special to see all the simcha during the Hachnosas 
Sefer Torah. I left feeling so lucky to be part of this special nation!•I felt excited!•Everyone was so into the dancing!•My feelings during the celebration 
were exciting. I felt special that we were all chosen to be part of the Jewish nation!•I felt awe. It was like a wedding!•I felt like a Jewish family. We all 
celebrated the new Torah. It was special!•It was a once in a lifetime experience. I feel lucky to have been there!•I thought it was beautiful when the 

whole the community came and danced through the streets.•I was very inspired.•5B•I enjoyed the food and dancing under the chupa!•I enjoyed all the 
dancing!•I enjoyed the action and the excitement. It was something you don’t normally see. The achdus of the community was great!•I loved dancing 
with Rebbe!•Dancing in school was special!•I loved the dancing!•7G•The bringing of the Torah was beautiful—but it was very cold!•It was nice to see 

how they bring a Sefer Torah to the school. Everyone was happy and dancing.•It was uplifting to be part of the simcha!•Even though it was cold, nobody 
felt it due to all the warmth!•I will remember it forever. It was special!•I never realized what an event this would be!•6G•It was special to see everyone 

dancing together.•It was fun and special to watch.•They brought in people from NY and the music was great!•It was fun!•It was special to see the 
community dancing together.•It was great to get a new Torah!•Singers from NY! It was so special, amazing, and really fun!•A Sofer from Eretz Yisroel 
wrote a Torah for us to use in Minneapolis. So special!•There were so many people!•Everyone worked so hard to make it so special!•2G•The music 
was so fun! I will tell my children about it!•The treats were yummy!•I loved everything!•The music was so much fun!•My whole family was there!•3B•I 
liked kissing the Sefer Torah and dancing.•I liked the dancing by the Hachnosas Sefer Torah – it was fun!•I liked the dancing especially dancing with 
Rebbe!•I liked the music!•8B•It was beautiful. It was a privilege to attend!•Everyone coming together and showing so much respect for the Torah!•It 
brought the whole community together! It was amazing that people danced for 90 minutes in below freezing temperatures!•We are so lucky to have a 
community that comes out to dance and a country that lets us dance in the streets to celebrate the Torah!•It was a huge Kiddush HaShem! Imagine 
what everyone who saw was thinking—hundreds of people dancing with the Torah! It was awesome!•5G•I felt real joy!•Everyone was dancing, and 

nobody even felt the cold!•I felt honored to be there!•It was very special!•People stopped their daily schedule to be part of it!•I was so happy when I saw 
the Torah!•I felt really proud to be there!•Everyone was so happy. The focus was only on the Torah—nothing else!•6B•I enjoyed the dancing!•I’d would 
love to do this again!•7B•Good!•Good and long!•Other then getting trampled, it was great!•Really fun! Loved it!•Geshmack!•Very fun—too short!•The 

only thing I missed was dancing with Rebbe!•Very beautiful! Very Inspiring! Very happy occasion! •4B•It was so exciting; I felt fun and joy. It is great to 
have a new Sefer Torah!•I felt an urge to dance, and I did! I was very excited! It felt like Moshiach was coming! If anyone would have asked if I wanted 

to be there—the answer is yes!•I felt so happy when I saw the Sefer Torah. I felt cold, but I was so excited that the Sefer Torah has a good home!•I 
really enjoyed the singing!•It will probably be the only Hachnosas Sefer Torah I am at in Torah Academy. There were so many people, so I knew it was 

very special! The music was great!•Rabbi Waxman: I felt like I received a new lease on life, an extension of life itself—Being in a united, joyous crowd of 
happy people who were so excited to welcome a new Torah. Such a small scroll has made the world into HaShem’s place. Now it is in my special Torah 
Academy!•It was a great zchus to be there!•My heart was pounding because I was so happy!•During the Hachnosas Sefer Torah, I felt very special. The 

roads were blocked off, and everyone was so emotional!•I was so happy. I even helped push the chupa (with my Zaidy)!



BS”D 

The Kolenu Parsha Page 
Did you Know? 
(Facts and Insights into the Parsha that you and the family might not have known – enjoy!) 

• According to some poskim, if one placed sugar on a Korban instead of salt, he has 
fulfilled the mitzva of salting Korbanos – since sugar has the same preserving qualities as 
salt. However, other disagree with this. (Darkei Teshuva YD 69)

• Chazal tell us that Nevuchadnezzar had 1,080 different treasure houses which were 
buried in the bed of the Euphrates River. HaShem revealed their hiding place to Cyrus,
the predecessor to Achashveirosh, as a reward for having given orders to rebuild the Bais 
HaMikdosh. Achashveirosh inherited this great fortune and displayed it to the guests at 
his party. The Medrash tells us he displayed 6 treasures a day, as is alluded to in the 
previous posuk, by the 6 superlatives describing his wealth. At this pace, it took him 
exactly 180 days to go through all his wealth. (180 x 6 =1,080) (Vilna Gaon)

• Haman's power lasted for seventy days. That is, when you count from 13 Nissan, when 
Haman delivered his first executive decree — i.e.,the letters he sent out against the Jews 
(Esther 3:12) — until it was effectively nullified on the 23rd of Sivan (Esther 8:9), you 
find that exactly 70 days elapsed. Alluding to this, there are exactly 70 verses from the 
above verse describing Haman’s promotion until the verse "they hanged Haman" (Esther 
7:10) (Me’am Lo’ez)

Torah Riddle - 
 

 Whose name appears twice in the Megilla and is spelled differently each time?
Answer can be found below the Ayin Tova case! 

Ayin Tova Case #18: 

Nachum and his wife spent many weeks soliciting funds to help his old yeshiva. The yeshiva 
was very thankful to this dedicated couple and to show their appreciation, gave them $500 
towards a hotel stay. This worked out beautifully since they were going to be with family in 
Florida for Pesach, and to have some time alone would really enhance their Yom Tov. They 
booked a hotel in Miami that they would ordinarily not be able to afford without the generous 
gift from the Yeshiva. When they arrived at the hotel, their reservation could not be found, 
and they were overbooked. The only room available was triple the price! They were at a loss 
and extremely frustrated.  
Help Nachum and his wife have Ayin Tova for their situation. 😊😊 

Ayin Tova Case #17 

Raphy was tired at the end of the long school day and went to retrieve his bike which was locked up outside and ride the ten minutes home. Then he could relax a bit 
before homework and supper. When he reached his bike, he couldn’t locate the key to his bike lock. He searched and searched yet came up empty handed. With no 
recourse, he set out on the twenty-five-minute walk, exhausted and frustrated. 

Help Raphy have Ayin Tova for his situation. 😊😊   

Suggestions for last week’s case: This way he gets good exercise. Perhaps, he will be inspired to walk more often. / He should be happy the bike wasn’t stolen, that 
would be far worse. /  Perhaps, he will get a ride and he will be thankful that there are such people in Klal Yisroel. 

Answers – Torah Riddle – Charvona – Once with an Aleph and once with a Hay.



 
$19 per box
Or buy 5 for $90
Or buy 10 for $185 and get the eleventh one free

Name: ___________________________
Phone: ___________________________
Email: ____________________________

Number of boxes ___ x $19 Total cost $_____
❏Check attached (made out to Torah Academy)
❏Charge my credit card

Amex / Visa / Mastercard 
Number __________________________
CVV________ Exp_____/______
Billing zip code_______________

● Pick up at Torah Academy 
Monday, March 18th at any dismissal time

● Contact Mrs. Chaya Gitty Bodner for more information. 
301-741-3845 or chayag96@gmail.com

Order NOW! 
Limited supply 

available!! 

Last 

chance to
 

order!


